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the photograph can be defined as a mechanical means of reproducing images in a permanent form. like all forms of art photography has its own history, going from more primitive forms to the modern forms that we are familiar with. in this course we will examine the history of photography, its evolution, and how it has changed in relation to other forms of art. we will
examine how photography is used by individuals, institutions and corporations to promote their own interests. we will also explore the social and cultural implications of the use of photography in the art world. a major focus of the course will be the use of photography as a medium of art, both in traditional art and in contemporary art. the course will also examine the use
of photography in advertising and the use of photography to promote the products of corporations. students will examine the role of the individual in the use of photography and the use of photography by corporations. finally, the course will examine the ways in which photography is used by individuals and institutions to promote their own interests. as technology has
developed, so has the use of photography in the world of art. in the last few decades it has become more and more important in the art world, to the point that some critics have argued that photography is now the primary medium for presenting new art. the course will look at the relationship between photography and other forms of art. students will also examine the
role of the individual in the use of photography and the use of photography by corporations. finally, the course will examine the use of photography by individuals and institutions to promote their own interests.
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191l. modeling algorithms. * drawing, sculpture, and the body are the object of the study in this course. it will be focused on three aspects of the study of the body, the embodied, the physically inscribed, and the physically represented. the embodied approach focuses on how the body, the body's relations with other bodies, and the body's interactions with the physical
space that it occupies are changing in the contemporary world. how do we move through our environments as body-based beings? how does this movement shape our ways of inhabiting and representing space? the physically inscribed approach to the body focuses on how the body's activities are inscribed and inscribed in material and physical spaces. 217a. installation

art. * installation and site-specific performance work. treatment of materials, processes, and techniques involved in the creation of works for exhibition in public spaces. study and critique of the relationship between art and the public. discussion of the politics of art and the social context of contemporary art. (formerly course 211x, art in public space.) enrollment
restricted to history of art and visual culture majors. prerequisite(s): course 100a. (general education code(s): b,w,cr.) g. lavallee this course examines the complex way in which art is experienced, interpreted, and negotiated by contemporary audiences. students will encounter a range of theories and models of reception, including the theories of gombrich, schama, and
zonabend; the models of brinke, chartier, and haas; and the american reception history of the 1960s. students will explore how art is interpreted in the contexts of a gallery, museum, or a private home and will examine the strategies and artifacts used to facilitate or impede such interpretations. the course will also examine how these models of reception have informed
the curatorial practices of contemporary art institutions and the increasing influence of the art market on which works are acquired and exhibited. students will also visit major international art museums, to study the context of the artwork, and they will be encouraged to visit museums in their own communities to discover how works are represented and interpreted. in

addition, students will attend and participate in panel discussions featuring art historians and curators in order to learn about the most recent scholarship in this field. enrollment is restricted to history of art and visual culture majors and minors or by permission of the instructor. (general education code(s): a, b.) m. berger 5ec8ef588b
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